Appendix

Abbreviations and Symbols used in tables and text

\( R \) : Rivers at or close to nesting points

\( \text{Slope} : \) High = \( > 30^\circ \)

\( \text{Slope} : \) Medium = \( <30^\circ \)

\( \text{Slope} : \) Flat = \( <10^\circ \) or completely flat

\( \text{Dune} : \) Medium = \( <10 \text{ feet} \)

\( \text{Dune} : \) Low = \( <5 \text{ feet} \)

\( \text{Dune} : \) High = 10-15 feet or greater

Beach breadth: Distance calculated from high tides line towards land

Vegetation : Dominant Vegetation seen on the breadth of beach surveyed